Procedures: HER2+ xenografts were established in nude mice. Dynamic data were acquired for 60 min, followed by a repeat injection and second scan 6 h later. Reproducibility was assessed for the percent-injected dose per gram (%ID/g) for each radiotracer, and with kinetic parameters (K 1 -k 4 , K i ) for 18 F-FLT and 18 F-FMISO.
Introduction
C urrent radiographic analysis for monitoring anticancer treatments is based on the response evaluation criteria in solid tumors (RECIST), which measures response using changes in a unidimensional measurement [1] . With the development of novel therapeutics that target specific molecular pathways of breast cancer and the microenvironment [2] , RECIST may not be the most sensitive or accurate approach [3] . Three 18 F-FDG provides an assessment of glucose metabolism as its accumulation is regulated by glucose transporters and hexokinase activity [3] . As 18 F-FLT accumulation is regulated by the cell-cycle-dependent thymidine salvage pathway and activity of thymidine kinase 1, it reflects DNA synthesis and thus cell proliferation [4] . 18 F-FMISO is a radiolabeled nitroimidazole that accumulates in regions of low oxygen content, and thus provides a measurement of hypoxia [4] . These molecular imaging techniques may provide more insight than RECIST into the assessment of disease response, as high glycolytic index, increased proliferative activity, and regions with elevated hypoxia are hallmarks of malignant tumors [5] . Indeed, PERCIST, or PET response evaluation criteria in solid tumors, was developed as a potentially more sensitive method to assess response to treatments that are cytostatic rather than cytocidal [1] . PERCIST assesses response using the change from baseline in the standardized uptake value normalized to a reference tissue from 18 F-FDG PET scans. With the increasing use of these techniques in pre-clinical studies to measure response to targeted therapies [6, 7] , investigating reproducibility is important to understand whether changes in imaging metrics during therapeutic interventions reflect changes in underlying biology rather than measurement error [8] [9] [10] . The objectives of this study were to characterize static reproducibility of 18 F-FDG, 18 F-FLT, and 18 F-FMISO, as well as dynamic 18 F-FLT and 18 F-FMISO microPET studies in a murine model of HER2+ breast cancer.
Materials and Methods

Animal and Tumor Xenograft Model
Trastuzumab-resistant breast cancer cells (HR6) (gift from Dr. Carlos Arteaga at Vanderbilt University) were harvested from BT474 xenografts that initially responded but recurred in the presence of maintained trastuzumab as described previously [11] . (This cell line was selected as it is part of an ongoing investigation of trastuzumab resistance in breast tumors.) Female athymic nude mice (n013, 4-6 weeks, Harlan, Indianapolis, IN) were implanted with 0.72 mg, 60-day release, 17β-estradiol pellets (Innovative Research of America, Sarasota, FL). Twenty-four hours later, approximately 10 7 HR6 cells were injected subcutaneously into the right flank. Mice were anesthetized with 2 % isoflurane in pure oxygen for both procedures. A 26-gauge jugular catheter was surgically implanted for radiotracer delivery. The mean tumor volume at start of imaging was 223 mm 3 [range, 103-312 mm 3 ], and the average mouse weight during imaging was 22.0 g [range, 18-25 g] . All animal procedures were approved by our Institution's Animal Care and Use Committee.
Radiotracer Synthesis
PETNET synthesized 18 F-FDG with a specific activity greater than 37 TBq/mmol. 18 F-FLT and 18 F-FMISO were prepared as a service by the radiochemistry core with average specific activities of 128.76 and 66.6 TBq/mmol, respectively, following standard protocols [12, 13] .
Imaging Sessions
Test-retest scans were performed on 12 mice for each radiotracer. All mice except one were imaged with all three radiotracers. (A minimum of 48 h occurred between test-retest scans using different radiotracers.) Mice were anesthetized using 2 % isoflurane in pure oxygen, and animal body temperature was maintained by a heated water pad and heat lamp. List-mode data were collected for 60 min using a microPET Focus 220 system (Concorde Microsystems Inc., Knoxville, TN [14] ) before, during, and after injection of 11.0± 2.0 MBq of 18 F-FDG, 18 F-FLT, or 18 F-FMISO diluted in 100 μl of sterile saline, and reconstructed into a 64-frame dynamic sequence (5×12 s, 59×60 s). A second scan with a repeat injection was performed approximately 6 h after the first injection. Six hours was chosen such that the radioactivity of the first scan would decay at least three half-lives; it was assumed that minimal tumor changes occurred during this period [8, 9] . A 5-min static scan was acquired just prior to the second injection to correct for residual activity, as a 2-fold decrease in coefficient of variation between repeated scans was previously observed using this method [9] .
All microPET images were reconstructed using the 3D orderedsubsets expectation maximization (OSEM3D) (nine subsets) followed by a maximum a posteriori (MAP), 18 iterations, beta value 0.038. As the amount of attenuation in microPET studies of mice is small compared to human studies and significant differences between animals are not expected [14] , attenuation and scatter correction were not performed.
Animals were fasted 4 h [8] and warmed 1 h [15] prior to 18 F-FDG injection. After the first scan, animals recovered from anesthesia, were given access to food for 1 h, then fasted another 4 h prior to the second scan [8] . It was not necessary to fast prior to 18 F-FLT imaging as significant differences in radiotracer accumulation between a fed or fasted state have not been observed in mice [9] ; we assumed a condition held true for 18 F-FMISO, thus animals were not fasted for those studies either.
Image Analysis
Regions of interest (ROIs) were drawn around the entire tumor volume using MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). The mean ROI activity from the last 10 min of each dynamic scan was normalized by the injected dose to calculate percent-injected dose per gram (%ID/g). Average activity from tumor voxels was calculated at each dynamic frame to construct time-activity curves (TACs). The ROI activities and TACs from scan 2 were adjusted by subtracting the activity from the 5-min static scan to eliminate residual activity.
Compartmental modeling requires the time rate of change of radiotracer activity concentration in the blood plasma. As the 
gold-standard for making this measurement (blood sampling [16] ) is not feasible for repeat studies in mice due to their small blood volume, we used the method developed by Kim et al. to obtain image-derived input functions (IDIFs) [17] . This method generates TACs from the left ventricle and corrects for partial-volume effects using a recovery coefficient (RC). In our implementation, we obtained TACs from cylindrical ROIs across three slices. A RC of 0.72 was determined from phantom studies acquired under similar acquisition conditions as described previously [18] . An identical procedure was followed for 18 F-FMISO. To the best of our knowledge, validation of an IDIF for 18 F-FMISO microPET studies in mice has not been published, a point we return to in the "Discussion" section.
Due to the relatively low spatial resolution, coupled with myocardial spillover and partial-volume effects, the IDIF from user-defined ROIs cannot be used for 18 F-FDG. [16] . Several groups have developed mathematical models to derive the input function from 18 F-FDG image data [16, 19] or use hybrid TACs from other organs [18] ; however, these methods require at least one blood sample. Blood samples were not collected in this study, thus we were unable to assess 18 F-FDG dynamic reproducibility.
Kinetic Modeling
We employed a three-compartment model with rate constants K 1 -k 4 , that for 18 F-FLT represent the rate of transport between plasma and tissue, rate of outflow from the tissue to plasma, thymidine kinase 1 phosphorylation rate, and the dephosphorylation rate, respectively. Similar definitions apply for 18 F-FMISO kinetic parameters except k 3 and k 4 that are the rates of tracer retention and transport between the trapped and reversible compartments, respectively. As sensitivity assessments performed by Muzi et al. showed high covariance between K 1 and k 2 in tumors [20] , we combined those parameters and performed model fitting with K 1 , V d (0K 1 /k 2 , the initial volume of distribution), k 3 , and k 4 . Data were analyzed using four parameters assuming reversible phosphorylation (k 4 ≠0) and three parameters assuming irreversible phosphorylation (k 4 00). Modeling also included the blood volume fraction (V b ). Model fitting used a nonlinear least-squares method with the governing differential equations, parameter ranges, and initial guesses described previously (also listed in Table 1 ) [20] . We also calculated the net influx constant (K i ):
The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) was calculated to determine the most parsimonious kinetic model for 18 F-FLT and 18 F-FMISO [21] . For the least-squares case, the AIC with a bias correction for small samples is:
where RSS is the residual sum of squares, n number dynamic frames, and k number of model parameters. Average AIC was calculated for each model, and reproducibility was assessed for the model with the lowest AIC.
Reproducibility Statistics
Statistical methods for evaluating reproducibility follow Bland and Altman [22] as implemented by Galbraith et al. [23] . For each mouse, the difference between parameter measurements (d) was calculated. 
where tstat is the appropriate t statistic corresponding to the sample size. Any change in the population greater than this value would reflect changes in the underlying biology.
2. Within-subject standard deviation (wSD) is:
and indicates that the difference between two measurements will be less than this figure for 95 % of observation pairs.
If the mean parameter difference is correlated with the mean (Kendall's tau, PG0.05), the data would need to be transformed to a log 10 scale and Eqs. (3) and (5) would need to be modified accordingly [23] .
To compare our results with previous reproducibility studies [8, 9] , we calculated the coefficient of variation (CV) by dividing the standard deviation of the two measurements by the mean. Statistical analyses were performed using Microsoft Excel (Redmond, WA) and statistical toolbox in MATLAB.
Results
Static Reproducibility
Twelve data sets were analyzed for F-FLT (P00.011). However, the conclusion that a population does or does not follow a Gaussian distribution may be incorrect for small sample sizes due to insufficient power of the normality test [24] , thus reproducibility statistics were still performed for 18 F-FLT %ID/g. No parameter had a dependence of d on the mean, thus a logarithmic transformation was not required.
Reproducibility statistics for %ID/g are listed in Table 2 . Bland-Altman plots for each radiotracer are displayed in Fig. 2 , with each panel plotting the mean %ID/g against the mean difference between repeated scans. The mean difference (solid line) is also shown with 95 % CIs (dotted line) that represent the required change to surpass the expected measurement variability for a group of mice, which is ±0.62 (14 %), ±0.23 (5 %), and ±0.24 (6 %) for 18 F-FDG, 18 F-FLT, or 18 F-FMISO, respectively. Repeatability ranges (dashed [23] ; however, the percentage values are easier to interpret in a longitudinal study when parameter changes are normalized to baseline as is commonly done. The reader is encouraged to refer to Table 2 for the absolute values; however, the 95 % CIs will be quoted as a percentage when defining the threshold of change in a mouse cohort.
F-FLT Dynamic Reproducibility
Two additional data sets from the static reproducibility analysis were excluded due to abnormal TACs for the liver and kidney (n01) and the left ventricle not easily located on the images (n01), resulting in nine usable data sets. The AIC (mean±SD) for the four-parameter and three-parameter models were 739±44 and 758±51, respectively. Reproducibility was assessed using the four-parameter model, as it had the lowest AIC. Figure 3 shows an example of a repeated dynamic 18 F-FLT data set, where the TACs from the left ventricle and tumor are shown in panels a and b, respectively. The four-parameter model fits are also shown, and the kinetic parameter values for each scan were: K 1 , 0.031 and 0.038; V d , 0.629 and 0.578; k 3 , 0.027 and 0.029; k 4 , 0.091 and 0.061; K FLT , 0.011 and 0.012. 18 F-FLT dynamic reproducibility statistics are listed in Table 3 . No parameter was significantly different from normal, and no systematic bias was detected among repeats for any parameter. Additionally, the variability associated with each parameter was independent of the mean, thus no logarithmic transformation was required. Bland-Altman plots for each kinetic parameter are displayed in Fig. 4 ; similar to Fig. 2 , the mean difference is graphed with 95 % CIs and repeatability ranges. V d , k 3 , and K FLT were the most reproducible parameters, with 95 % CIs of ±18, ±10, ±18 %, respectively. Results for K 1 and k 4 were more variable, with 95 % CIs of ±33 and ±43 %, respectively. The repeatability coefficients for K 1 , V d , k 3 , k 4 , and K FLT were ±0.035, ±0.231, ±0.007, ±0.07, and ±0.005, respectively. To compare dynamic reproducibility results with %ID/g, the CVs (mean±SD) for K 1 , V d , k 3 , k 4 , and K FLT were 25±16 %, 14±9 %, 6±5 %, 28±27 %, and 14±9 %, respectively.
F-FMISO Dynamic Reproducibility
Four additional data sets from the static reproducibility analysis were excluded due to abnormal liver and kidney TACs (n04), resulting in seven useable data sets. The AIC (mean±SD) for the four-parameter and three-parameter models were 756±42 and 747±39, respectively. Reproducibility was assessed using the three-parameter model, as it had the lowest AIC. Figure 5 shows an example of repeated dynamic 18 F-FMISO data, where the TACs from the left ventricle and tumor are shown in panels a and b, Table 3 . No kinetic parameter was significantly different from normal, and no systematic bias was detected among repeats for any parameter. Additionally, no parameter had a significant dependence of d on the mean, thus no logarithmic transformation was required. Bland-Altman plots for each 18 F-FMISO kinetic parameter are displayed in Fig. 6 ; again, the mean difference is graphed with 95 % CIs and repeatability ranges. V d and K FMISO were the most reproducible with the lowest 95 % CIs of ±16 and ±14 %, respectively. Results for K 1 and k 3 were more variable, with 95 % CIs of ±25 and ±42 %, respectively. The repeatability coefficients for K 1 , V d , k 3 , and K FLT were ±0.022, ±0.16, ±0.017, and ±0.003, respectively. To compare dynamic reproducibility results with %ID/g, the CVs (mean±SD) for K 1 , V d , k 3 , and K FMISO were 22±13 %, 11± 7 %, 24±13 %, and 12±13 %, respectively.
Discussion
Reproducibility for individuals or groups can be described by several statistical metrics. The 95 % CIs of the mean difference in Tables 2 and 3 dictate thresholds by which greater changes would reflect tumor physiology rather than measurement variability in groups of similar size to our study. For individuals, the repeatability coefficient represents the required threshold of change. Both the 95 % CI and repeatability coefficient are useful in, for example, a treatment response study where the objective is to quantify changes in parameters after a specific therapy. For example, 18 F-FDG %ID/g needs to either increase or decrease by 1.9 for individuals or 14 % in a group analysis to reflect a treatment-induced change, whereas 18 F-FLT can be used to detect a change in %ID/g of ±0.66 in individual tumors or ±5 % in a group. These measurement uncertainties are not unreasonable, and much higher changes due to therapy have been reported in pre-clinical studies of cancer [6, 7] .
Our results are comparable to previously published 18 F-FDG and 18 F-FLT static reproducibility via the CV. Average CV observed by Dandekar et al. [8] and Tseng et al. [9] for whole tumor ROIs were 15.4 and 14 % for 18 F-FDG and 18 F-FLT, respectively. We observed CVs that were 4 and 10 % less than the previous studies for 18 F-FDG and 18 F-FLT, respectively. This difference in measurement uncertainty could be attributed to differences in animal preparation and PET data reconstruction. We used jugular vein catheters that are implanted into the animal once, while the previous studies used tail vein catheters which can be quite difficult to place. A difficult catheter placement could cause activity accumulation in the tail due to a less than optimal tracer injection. Additionally, the two previous studies used an OSEM image-reconstruction algorithm. Disselhorst et al. investigated the effect of different reconstruction algorithms on PET image quality, and observed that OSEM3D followed by MAP increased overall image quality by increasing the recovery coefficient, and lowering the spillover ratio and percent standard deviation of the noise. [25] . The improved image quality obtained by using an OSEM3D-MAP algorithm would decrease measurement error; however, the slight differences in animal handling procedures and the uncontrollable variable that is animal stress between scans affects 18 F-FDG accumulation and would increase measurement error [15] . This may explain why we observed a much lower CV for 18 F-FLT and a similar CV to the previous study for 18 F-FDG. Measurements of tracer uptake normalized to the injected dose are straightforward to acquire; however, changes in tracer clearance from the blood or tumor metabolism are not considered [26] . Performing measurements that use the full dynamic curve of tracer retention/metabolism can overcome some of these issues. However, dynamic acquisitions and compartmental modeling can be complex and can introduce additional sources of noise in the measurement, which in turn, lowers reproducibility as has been observed previously [26] and also in our study.
One potential parameter of interest in a tumor response study with dynamic 18 F-FLT is K FLT , which was the second most reproducible dynamic parameter after k 3 . The 95 % CI for K FLT is ±18 %, suggesting that a change greater than ±18 % would reflect true treatment differences in a mouse cohort (n0 9). A larger difference in K FLT due to treatment has been observed in a murine model of prostate cancer [27] . The least reproducible parameter was k 4 , which agrees with the large error previously reported [10] , especially when using a 60-min dynamic acquisition [26] . The greater K 1 variability (than K FLT ) may be because it is more sensitive to changes in the model input function and/or tracer injection; a similar phenomenon has been reported for 18 F-FMISO data [28] as well as dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI [23] . Using a power injector with a constant injection rate instead of a manual injection may lower variability in this parameter.
The only published 18 F-FLT dynamic reproducibility study in mice reported measurement error as the mean ± standard deviation of the percent difference [10] . Choi et al. concluded that a parameter was reproducible if the standard deviation of the percent difference was ≤20 %. The kinetic parameters that fit this criterion from their study were K FLT (17.5 %) for A431 tumors, and K 1 (19.7 %), V d (17.4 %), and k 3 (8.6 %) for LLC tumors [10] . The parameters that fit this criterion from our study were V d (13 %), k 3 (6.4 %), and K FLT (13 %) .
The use of static 18 F-FMISO measurements to assess treatment response is increasing; however, to the best of our knowledge, a three-compartment analysis of tracer accumulation within a treatment response protocol has not been performed. Thus, we can only hypothesize that the observed measurement errors for 18 F-FMISO are reasonable and the kinetic parameters can be used to reliably assess tumor response. The most reproducible parameter is K FMISO , which might be of interest in a treatment response study as this parameter provides both a measure of tracer perfusion as well as tracer retention and/or trapping. For K FMISO , a change greater than ±14 % would reflect changes due to treatment in a mouse cohort (n07) instead of measurement variability.
As mentioned previously, validation of an IDIF for 18 F-FMISO microPET studies in mice has not been published. However, an IDIF from ROIs within the carotid artery has been used in a human study to assess 18 F-FMISO pharmacokinetics in cancer [29] . Using a large blood pool such as the left ventricle or carotid artery for an IDIF is reasonable as these tissues are not normally hypoxic and therefore retention of 18 F-FMISO should be minimal.
Study Limitations
We noted in the "Results" section that 18 F-FLT %ID/g testretest measurements failed normality testing; however, interpreting results from normality tests with small samples can be difficult. Indeed, a large P value does not guarantee that the data follow a Gaussian distribution with small sample sizes [24] . Therefore, we proceeded to compute the reproducibility statistics knowing that the statistical methods depend strongly on the assumption of normally distributed data. The two previous static reproducibility studies [8, 9] did not perform the statistical methods outlined in this work, instead concluded that the threshold of required change in an individual mouse would be twice that of the CV. Following their analysis with our data, the threshold of change for 18 F-FLT %ID/g is ±8 % (twice the CV) in an individual mouse. Our reproducibility results are more conservative, and the repeatability coefficient as a percentage of the mean is ±14 %.
The anesthesia used in this study was 2 % isoflurane in pure oxygen. A previous study has shown that the use of pure oxygen lowers accumulation of 18 F-FMISO, thereby potentially leading to systematic errors in the measurement of tumor hypoxia [30] . However, the measurement error associated with the actual imaging protocol should not change depending on the anesthesia method.
Changes in physiological variables (e.g., blood glucose, cardiac output, and tracer metabolic rates of tumors), scanner electronics efficiency, or radiotracer-specific activities might increase longitudinal variability. The ability to generalize these same day test-retest reproducibility results to the variability of serial studies is important. To minimize these sources of error, it is imperative to develop and strictly follow a well-designed imaging protocol. Furthermore, implementing quantitative methods to normalize imaging data could prove beneficial if, for example, changes in blood glucose and scanner electronic drift become significant sources of variability during longitudinal studies.
Conclusion
Imaging biomarkers that can detect early changes in specific molecular characteristics of tumors would greatly benefit both pre-clinical and clinical cancer studies. Before an imaging biomarker can be employed to assess treatment response, reproducibility must be assessed. In this study, we assessed static reproducibility for 18 F-FDG, 18 F-FLT, and 18 F-FMISO, as well as dynamic 18 F-FLT and 18 F-FMISO microPET data. Our test-retest analyses of %ID/g measurements were very reproducible (95 % CIG±14 %). Although, the kinetic analysis of 18 F-FLT and 18 F-FMISO resulted in higher measurement error, the variability associated with the net influx constants (K FLT and K FMISO ) is reasonable (95 % CIG±19 %). Our study indicates that static and dynamic measurements of these radiotracers can be used in serial studies to measure changes in tracer metabolism following anticancer therapies in mouse models of HER2+ human breast cancer.
